Validation of a miniaturized assay based on IFNg secretion for assessment of specific T cell immunity.
A miniaturized method for detection of antigen induced secretion of IFNg by specific T cells cultured in 384 well plates has been recently reported. In order to confidently apply this assay to clinical investigations for monitoring of specific T cell immunity, an intralaboratory validation study has been undertaken. High reproducibility and linearity of reference curves was demonstrated. Consecutive replicate experiments handled by different operators using broad panels of recall antigens were reproducible when tested on individual biological samples. Kinetics of IFNg secretion with different antigens showed a plateau after 24h culture. Similar trends were observed with secretion of TNFa, GM-CSF and IL17, suggesting that the same kinetics can be applied if other cytokines are tested with this assay. It was demonstrated that frozen-thawed cells can be tested by cell-ELISA and that when PBMC are replaced by whole blood similar reactivity profiles were observed even though cytokine concentration was lower. T cell responses were higher in round bottom than in flat bottom wells, but these plates could not be applied to cell-ELISA as clear plates are not available for scanning. In conclusion, the assay proved flexible, since plates can be frozen at different times during the process, fresh or frozen PBMC and PBMC or whole blood could be used, and robust, since reproducibility was remarkable even when different operators performed the procedures.